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Possibilities of production of light neutron-rich isotopes 24,26O, 32Ne, 36,38Mg,
42Si and 56,58,60Ca in transfer-type reactions are analyzed. The optimal conditions
for their production are suggested. The measurement of the excitation function can
allow us to estimate the binding energy of exotic nuclei.
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Successes of accelerator technique and experimental methodologies in the
last several years have made it possible to produce light neutron-rich nuclei with
Z � 30 close to the nucleon stability line. New phenomena have been discovered
that enable us to review our understanding of magic numbers and of the stabi-
lizing role of shell effects. It has been demonstrated that for neutron superrich
nuclei there appear new magic numbers with N = 16 and N = 26 (instead of
N = 20 and N = 28). It turned out that nuclei around these magic numbers
are strongly deformed and their stability is determined by the deformation. There
has been also discovered a region where two shapes of nuclei (spherical and de-
formed) coexist (shape-coexistence region). All this imposes certain restrictions
on the possibility of predicting the stability of nuclei that are close to the nucleon
stability line. Thus, they have not been registered in experiments on direct identi-
ˇcation of magic nuclei of 28O and 40Mg, although, in line with some theoretical
predictions they should be bound. The very method of synthesizing these nuclei
has also turned to be problematic. Since they are rather short-lived (10−3 s),
fragment separators and fragmentation reactions at intermediate energies are usu-
ally used for their identiˇcation. But this direct method of nuclei production and
identiˇcation is not always efˇcient for synthesizing nuclei that are far from the
nucleon stability line. Firstly, the cross section of this nuclei formation is small,
secondly, the excitation energy of fragments is rather large, which reduces to
minimum the probability of survival for weakly-bound nuclei. Besides, it is im-
possible to apply the missing-mass method for fragmentation reaction products (it
works only for two-body processes) in order to obtain information on the stability
of the sought for nucleus. In this connection, there has been actively discussed
lately the possibility of multinucleon transfer reactions for the synthesis of nuclei
far from the stability line.

Multinucleon transfer reactions have been known for producing exotic nuclei
for many years [1Ä3]. The reactions of fragmentation [4Ä7] are widely used
for this purpose as well because of the larger experimental efˇciency in the
collection of exotic products. While in the fragmentation reactions the products
are focused in forward angles, the products of multinucleon transfer reactions
have wider angular distributions. However, in the fragmentation process the
control of excitation energy of the produced exotic isotopes is difˇcult because
of large 	uctuations and considerable excitation available in the system. In the
transfer reactions the total excitation energy is smaller and only binary processes
are possible in which the control of excitation energy of the reaction products
is simpler. One can produce the certain exotic isotope within narrow interval of
excitation in the transfer-type reactions which probably have an advantage for
producing the nuclei near the neutron drip line. These primary nuclei should be
as cold as possible, otherwise they will be transformed into the secondary nuclei
with less number of neutrons because of the deexcitation by neutron emission.
While the excited primary nuclei at the neutron drip line feed the yield of the
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isotopes with less number of neutrons, nothing can feed the yield of the heaviest
isotopes. This is opposite to the situation near the proton drip line [8]. The
cross sections for exotic nuclei production can be much larger in the reactions in
which the binary mechanism dominates [8] than the cross sections in high-energy
fragmentation reactions.

The purpose of the present study is to show the possibility of using heavy-
ion transfer reactions to produce the neutron-rich isotopes 24,26O, 32Ne, 36,38Mg,
42Si and 56,58,60Ca. As was shown in [1,2,9Ä13], quasiˇssion and fusion as well
as transfer-type reactions can be described as an evolution of a dinuclear system
(DNS) which is formed in the entrance channel during the capture stage of the
reaction after dissipation of the kinetic energy of the collision. The dynamics of
these processes is considered as a diffusion of the DNS in the charge and mass
asymmetry coordinates, which are here deˇned by the charge and mass numbers
Z and A of the light nucleus of the DNS. During the evolution in mass and charge
asymmetry coordinates, the excited DNS can decay into the two fragments by
diffusion in the relative distance R between the centers of nuclei. The charge,
mass and kinetic energy distributions of the transfer reactions and quasiˇssion
process were successfully treated with the DNS model in the microscopical trans-
port approach [9, 13]. The quasiˇssion and multinucleon transfer processes are
ruled by the same mechanism in the sense that both are diffusion processes in
the same relevant collective coordinates: charge (mass) asymmetry and relative
distance. The reaction products resulting from the decay of the DNS much more
symmetric than the initial (entrance) DNS are usually called quasiˇssion products.
The multinucleon transfer reactions are usually related to the smaller changes of
charge (mass) asymmetry in the products with respect to the initial DNS. The
DNS evolution in charge (mass) asymmetry competes with the DNS decay in R.
Here, we consider the multinucleon transfers which transform the initial DNS to
the DNS with smaller Z or to the DNS with larger N at ˇxed Z.

The cross section σZ,N of the production of primary light nucleus in transfer
reaction is the product of the capture cross section σcap in the entrance reaction
channel and formation-decay probability YZ,N of the DNS conˇguration with
charge and mass asymmetries given by Z and N

σZ,N = σcapYZ,N . (1)

The considered primary light neutron-rich nuclei are mainly deexcited by the
neutron or gamma emissions. We treat only the reactions leading to the excitation
energies of light neutron-rich nuclei smaller than their neutron separation energies
Sn(Z, N). In this case the primary and secondary yields coincide.

If the projectiles and targets are deformed, the value of Emin
c.m., at which the

collisions of nuclei at all orientations become possible, is larger than the Coulomb
barrier calculated for the spherical nuclei. In the collisions with smaller Ec.m.
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the formation of the DNS is expected to be suppressed. Therefore, we treat
Ec.m. � Emin

c.m. for which the capture cross section is estimated as

σcap =
π�

2

2µEc.m.
Jcap(Jcap + 1), (2)

where µ is the reduced mass for projectile and target. Indeed, in the considered
reactions Ec.m. are always larger than Emin

c.m. to have enough energy for the
formation of the DNS with very neutron-rich nucleus. The stability of the light
neutron-rich nucleus is expected to be smaller in the excited rotational states than
in the ground state. In order to be sure that the exotic nucleus is produced with
almost zero angular momentum, only the partial waves with J � 30 should be
considered. Here, we assume that the total angular momentum J is distributed
in the DNS proportionally to the corresponding moments of inertia. For the
calculations of σcap with (2), we set Jcap = 30.

The primary charge and mass yield YZ,N of decay fragments can be expressed
as in [11,12]

YZ,N = Λqf
Z,N

t0∫
0

PZ,N (t)dt, (3)

where PZ,N is the probability of formation of the corresponding DNS conˇgura-
tion in the multinucleon transfer process and the decay rate of this conˇguration
in R is associated with the one-dimensional Kramers rate [14,15]. The time of re-
action t0 is deˇned as in [13] from the normalization condition

∑
Z,N YZ,N = 1.

For J � 30, the value of PZ,N weakly dependents on J and factorization (1) is
justiˇed.

Using the microscopical method suggested in Ref. [13], one can ˇnd PZ,N (t)
from the master equation

d

dt
PZ,N (t) = ∆(−,0)

Z+1,N PZ+1,N (t) + ∆(+,0)
Z−1,N PZ−1,N (t)

+ ∆(0,−)
Z,N+1 PZ,N+1(t) + ∆(0,+)

Z,N−1 PZ,N−1(t)

− (∆(−,0)
Z,N + ∆(+,0)

Z,N + ∆(0,−)
Z,N + ∆(0,+)

Z,N + Λqf
Z,N )PZ,N (t), (4)

with initial condition PZ,N (0) = δZ,ZiδN,Ni and the microscopically deˇned

transport coefˇcients for proton (∆(±,0)
Z,N ) and neutron (∆(0,±)

Z,N ) transfers between
the DNS nuclei. In order to determine the transport coefˇcients for the DNS
containing the neutron-rich nuclei, one needs the single-particle level schemes
for the nuclei from this region. The calculation of these schemes suffers by
uncertainties. Therefore, in the present paper we use simple statistical method
to calculate YZ,N . As was shown in [16], this method and the method based on
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Eq. (4) lead to close results when the yields of the nuclei not far from the line of
stability are treated.

The statistical method for ˇnding YZ,N uses the DNS potential energy cal-
culated as in [11]:

U(R, Z, N, J) = BL + BH + V (R, Z, N, J), (5)

where BL and BH are the mass excesses of the light and heavy fragments,
respectively, which are taken from [17] for known nuclei and from [18] for
unknown nuclei. The nucleusÄnucleus potential [11]

V (R, Z, N, J) = VC(R, Z) + VN (R, Z, N) + Vrot(R, Z, N, J) (6)

in (5) is the sum of the Coulomb potential VC , the nuclear potential VN (R, Z, N)
and the centrifugal potential Vrot(R, Z, N, J). There is the pocket in the nucleusÄ
nucleus potential which is situated for poleÄpole orientation at the distance Rm =
RL(1 +

√
5/(4π)βL) + RH(1 +

√
5/(4π)βH) + 0.5 fm (βL and βH are the

deformation parameters of the nuclei with radii RL and RH ) and keeps the DNS
nuclei in contact. The value of Bqf (Z, N) coincides with the depth of this
pocket and decreases with increasing Z and J . For J � 30, the dependence of
Bqf (Z, N) is weak and can be disregarded. The decaying DNS with given Z
and N has to overcome the potential barrier in R at Rb = Rm + 1 fm on the
potential energy surface.

One can conclude from the calculations with Eq. (4) that the quasistationary
regime is established quite fast in the considered DNS, specially along the trajec-
tory in charge (mass) asymmetry corresponding to N/Z equilibrium in the DNS.
For this trajectory, N = N0(Z), i.e. the neutron number follows Z. Therefore,
the formation probability for the conˇguration with Z and N0(Z) is estimated as

PZ,N0(t0) ≈ C exp
(
−U(Rm, Z, N0, J) − U(Rm, Zi, Ni, J)

Θ(Zi, Ni)

)
, (7)

where C is normalized constant. The temperature Θ(Zi, Ni) is calculated by using
the Fermi-gas expression Θ =

√
E∗/a with the excitation energy E∗(Zi, Ni) of

the initial DNS and with the level-density parameter a = Atot/12 MeV−1, where
Atot is the total mass number of the system.

The formation of the DNS containing the light neutron-rich nucleus with
given Z is considered as a two-step process. The formation of the DNS with Z and
N0 is ˇrstly treated. Then one should calculate the probability GZ,N = ΛR

Z,N,N0
t0

of the formation and decay of the DNS with exotic nucleus. Since the DNS
with Z and N0 is in the conditional minimum of potential energy surface, we
use the Kramers-type expressions for the quasistationary rate ΛR

Z,N,N0
of decay

through the barrier BR(Z, N) = U(Rb, Z, N, J) − U(Rm, Z, N0, J) which this
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DNS should overcome to observe the decay of the DNS with Z and N :

ΛR
Z,N,N0

= κR(Z, N, N0) exp
(
−BR(Z, N)

Θ(Z, N0)

)
, (8)

where pre-exponential factor depends on the friction and stiffness of the potential
at the minimum and on the barrier. The temperature Θ(Z, N0) is calculated for
the excitation energy E∗(Zi, Ni) − [U(Rm, Z, N0, J) − U(Rm, Zi, Ni, J)].

The main factor which restricts the time t0 of the reaction and prohibits the
formation of DNS containing the exotic nuclei is the evolution of the initial DNS
to more symmetric conˇgurations and decay of the DNS during this process.
Therefore, the time of decay in R from the initial conˇguration or from more
symmetric conˇgurations mainly determines t0. We use again the Kramers-
type expression for the quasistationary rate ΛR

Zi,Ni
of decay through the barrier

BR(Zi, Ni) = Bqf (Zi, Ni) = U(Rb, Zi, Ni, J) − U(Rm, Zi, Ni, J) and the rate
Ληsym

Zi,Ni
of symmetrization of the initial DNS through the barrier Bηsym in the

direction to more symmetric conˇgurations:

ΛR
Zi,Ni

= κR(Zi, Ni) exp
(
−Bqf (Zi, Ni)

Θ(Zi, Ni)

)
,

Ληsym
Zi,Ni

= κηsym(Zi, Ni) exp
(
−

Bηsym(Zi, Ni)
Θ(Zi, Ni)

)
. (9)

Therefore, t0 = 1/(ΛR
Zi,Ni

+ Ληsym
Zi,Ni

). Since Bηsym(Zi, Ni) = 0.5 − 1.5 MeV

and Bqf (Zi, Ni) � 4 MeV in the considered reactions, ΛR
Zi,Ni

� Ληsym
Zi,Ni

and

t0 ≈ 1/Ληsym
Zi,Ni

. Therefore, we can calculate YZ,N as

YZ,N = PZ,NGZ,N

≈ κ exp

(
−

U(Rm, Z, N0, J) − U(Rm, Zi, Ni, J) + Bηsym(Zi, Ni)
Θ(Zi, Ni)

−

− BR(Z, N)
Θ(Z, N0)

)
, (10)

where κ = CκR(Z, N, N0)/κηsym(Zi, Ni) ≈ 0.5 from the comparison with the
results obtained with Eq. (4) for the formation of different DNS with Z and N0.
For example, Eq. (10) leads to YZi,Ni ≈ 0.05 that is consistent with our previous
results [13]. In the calculation of YZ,N the uncertainty related to the deˇnition of
κ is estimated within the factor of 1.5.

The suggested simpliˇed approach is suitable if the initial DNS point in the
reaction is located close to the N/Z equilibrium that is true for the reactions
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considered. If the injection point is considerably displaced from the N/Z equi-
librium, the dynamical effects mainly contribute to the production of nuclei near
the injection point and our statistical approach underestimates their yields.

In the present paper we consider such multinucleon transfers which transform
the initial DNS to smaller Z and/or to larger N . For larger yields of neutron-rich
nuclei with Z and N , the potential energies of the DNS containing these nuclei
should be closer to the potential energy of the initial DNS. This is the main criteria
to select the projectile and target. The excitation energy of the initial DNS should
not exceed the threshold above which the excitation energy of the neutron-rich
product is larger than the neutron separation energy. As was mentioned above,
the nuclei produced near the neutron drip line should be quite cold to avoid their
loose in the deexcitation process.

The exotic nuclei as well as any nuclei far from the entrance channel of
the reaction are the result of multinucleon transfers between the projectile-like
and target-like parts of the DNS. Thus, we can assume that the thermal equi-
librium in the DNS containing the exotic nucleus or in the DNS which is
quite far from the initial DNS in the space (N, Z). Indeed, for the forma-
tion of these DNS one needs quite a long time t0 ≈ 10−20 s at J � 30.
This allows us to assume the same temperature in the DNS nuclei and to de-
ˇne the excitation energy of light nucleus with the mass AL as E∗

L(Z, N) =
[E∗(Zi, Ni)−{U(Rm, Z, N0, J)−U(Rm, Zi, Ni, J)}−BR(Z, N)]AL/Atot. The
deviation from the thermal equilibrium is expected only for the DNS decays near
the injection point where the temperature of heavy nucleus is smaller than the
temperature of light nucleus. Thus, assuming the thermal equilibrium in the DNS,
we can underestimate the excitation of light primary nucleus and predict upper
limit for E∗(Zi, Ni). Note that the partition of excitation energy in the DNS
weakly in	uences YZ,N . Since in our calculations of the DNS potential energy
the deformations of the nuclei [19] are close to their values in the ground states,
the excitation energies of the DNS nuclei remain almost without changes after
the DNS decays.

In order to test our method of calculation of σZ,N , we treat the production
of Ti in the multinucleon transfer reactions 58Ni+208Pb (Ec.m. = 256.8 MeV)
and 64Ni+238U (Ec.m. = 307.4 MeV) [20, 21]. The excitation energies available
in these reactions supply two neutron evaporation from the primary Ti isotopes
having the maximal yields. In the 58Ni+208Pb reaction 50Ti and 52Ti are produced
with the cross sections 1 and 0.2 mb [20], respectively, which are consistent
with our calculated cross sections of 0.6 and 0.35 mb, respectively. In the
64Ni+238U reaction the experimental [21] and theoretical cross sections for 52Ti
are 0.5 and 1.6 mb, respectively. Therefore, the suggested method is suitable
for prediction of the cross sections for the products of multinucleon transfer
reactions.
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Since the value of YZ,N increases with E∗(Zi, Ni), the cross section σZ,N for
the production of exotic nucleus (Z, N) increases as well up to the moment when
E∗

L(Z, N) becomes equal to Sn(Z, N). Further increase of E∗(Zi, Ni) would

Fig. 1. The excitation functions for produc-
ing 56,58Ca in the multinucleon transfer reac-
tion 48Ca+124Sn are presented by solid and
dashed lines, respectively. The arrow in-
dicates the expected maximal cross sections
at Ec.m. corresponding to the thresholds for
neutron emission from 56,58Ca

lead to the strong loose of neutron-rich
nuclei because of the neutron emission.
Therefore, the excitation functions for
the production of nuclei near the neu-
tron drip line stop suddenly on the right
side. The measurement of the exci-
tation functions would be thus useful
to estimate Sn(Z, N) for neutron-rich
nuclei. The calculated excitation func-
tions for the production of 56,58,60Ca
in the reactions 48Ca+124Sn, 232Th and
248Cm are presented in Figs. 1 and 2.
The arrows indicate the values of Ec.m.

at which E∗
L(Z, N) reaches Sn(Z, N)

taken from ˇnite range liquid drop
model [18]. Since the predictions of
Sn(Z, N) have some uncertainties, we
slightly continue the excitation func-
tion to the right from the arrows. If the
predicted value of Sn(Z, N) would be
smaller by δ, the arrows in Figs. 1 and
2 are shifted to the left on δAtot/AL.
The excitation functions are quite steep on the left side. In order to produce the
neutron-rich isotopes of Ca, one can use the reactions 48Ca+232Th and 248Cm.
These reactions are more favorable than the reaction 48Ca+124Sn.

Fig. 2. The same as in Fig. 1, but for the production of 56,58,60Ca in the reactions
48Ca+232Th (a), 248Cm (b). The calculated results for 56,58,60Ca are presented by solid,
dashed and dotted lines, respectively
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In the reactions with 48Ca projectile the maximal expected cross sections for
other neutron-rich nuclei are shown in Fig. 3. The values of Ec.m. correspond to
the condition E∗

L(Z, N) = Sn(Z, N). One can see that 26O is produced better
with 124Sn target, and 36,38Mg Å with 232Th target. The reactions with 232Th
and 248Cm targets are useful for producing 42Si. In the 48Ca+124Sn reaction at
Ec.m. = 161 MeV the cross section for 28O is about 1 fb.

Fig. 3. The expected maximal cross sections for the indicated neutron-rich nuclei produced
in the reactions 48Ca+124Sn (�), 232Th (�), 248Cm (�) at corresponding values of Ec.m.

The possibility of production of the nuclei near the neutron drip line in
the multinucleon transfer reactions was demonstrated. The suggested method of
calculation supplies us with the maximal expected cross sections for the neutron-
rich nuclei and with the excitation functions. In the multinucleon transfer reactions
the production of nuclei near the neutron drip line increases with the available
excitation up to the moment when the excitation energy of exotic nucleus reaches
the threshold for neutron emission. The choice of projectile-target combination
should correspond to the minimal Q value for the certain multinucleon transfer.
With present experimental possibilities one can detect the neutron-rich nuclei 26O,
32Ne, 36,38Mg, 42Si and 56,58,60Ca in the considered reactions.
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